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 Today we are exploring…

Strategies, resources and ideas for: 

a Reading Workshop framework that includes  

a mini-lesson 
varied forms of independent practice, and  
a wrap-up share 

Using a balance of:
theory 
practice 
active engagement



 The Developmental Stages of Reading

•pretend, imitate & practice reading behaviours

•begin to understand concepts of print

•become familiar with words, letters & rhymes 

Emergent

Early 

•know how to break words into letters &/or sounds

•know that print represents sounds & words

•understand most concepts of print

•know how sounds translate into letters & letter clusters

•develop decoding & problem solving skills

•acquire a collection of high frequency words

•rely on pictures, initial consonants and other cues

• identify words with greater skill & ease 

•apply more complex comprehension strategies

•have a bigger bank of sight words

•stronger decoding skills

•cueing systems to support comprehension

Fluent

Adapted from A Guide to Effective Instruction in Reading - K-3 - Ontario Education



 Key Principles in Effective Reading Instruction

Students learn to read by reading continuous text 

Students need to read a variety of high-quality 
texts to build a reading process 

Students need to read a large quantity of texts to 
build a reading process 

Students need to read different texts for 
different purposes 

Students need to hear many texts read aloud 

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

continued…



 Key Principles in Effective Reading Instruction

Students need different levels of support at 
different times 

A text “level” means different things in 
different instructional contexts 

The more students read for authentic 
purposes, the more likely they are to make a 
place for reading in their lives 

Students need to see themselves as readers 
who have tastes and preferences

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

…continued



 Think about our own lives as readers…

 When did you really enjoy reading? 

 When did you detest reading? 

 What were the conditions that made it so bad 
or so good?

A Guide to the Reading Workshop - Calkins



 Think About Yourself as a Reader

 choose what you want to read 

 read for a variety of purposes 

 have opportunities to read for long periods of 
time 

 respond through reflection, conversation, and 
collaboration 

 sometimes share your thinking and insights 
with others

Reading with Meaning: Teaching Comprehension in the Primary Grades - Miller 

You probably:

Think about how you can provide your 
students with these same opportunities...



 Getting to Know Our Students as Readers…

Share your ideas! How could you use this 
survey? Write it in the ChatBox. 

POPEY Assessment Documents

http://www.popey.ca/sites/default/files/resource_downloads/Reading%20Interest%20Survey.pdf


Scaffolded Support for Reading

Active Read Aloud

Shared Reading

Independent 
Reading

‣ Literacy Centres 
‣ Reading Workshop Partners 
‣ Book Clubs

‣ Guided Reading  
‣ Small-Group Reading 

Reading TO Children

Reading WITH Children

Reading BY Children

Reading WITH Children

Children Reading Together



Adapted from: Units of Study - Reading - Calkins & Mindsets and Moves - Goldberg & The Daily Five - Boushey & Moser

mini-lesson 
focus on a strategy

independent reading time

Teacher is: 
• conferring with students 
• teaching small groups 
• providing mid-workshop small 
teaching moments

Students are: 
• reading privately  

read to self 
• reading with a partner 

read to someone

sharing
‣ teacher 
‣ students

celebration

teach

whole  group

celebrate & share

apply

small-group 
partners 

independent

mini-l
ess

on WHO & HOW?

 Reading Workshop/Reading Block Structure



 The Reading Workshop Framework

Teachers’ College Reading and Writing Project - Reading Institute

Scaffolded reading experiences target  
comprehension and foundational skills. 

 what are the words on the page trying to say? 

 we are teaching kids how to think while reading

Comprehension: 

Foundational Skills: 

 what expands their word solving skills? 

 learn new vocabulary 

 strengthen fluency (sweep and scoop the words)



 The Reading Rope: The Elements of Skilled Reading

Source - Scarborough’s Reading Rope, 2001 



 The Reading Rope

Source - Scarborough’s Reading Rope, 2001 



 The Reading Rope

Source - Scarborough’s Reading Rope, 2001 



Demonstration — Mini-Lesson Format

Connection: 
to what they’ve already learned

Teach: 
explicitly model & demonstrate a strategy

Active Engagement: 
students try it themselves

Link: 
to tomorrow and beyond

1 minute

• 2-3 minutes

• 2-3 minutes

1 minute

8-10 minutes

Format from - Units of Study for Teaching Writing - Calkins



Mini-Lessons that focus on explicit instruction:

A Reading Unit on Word Detectives

Attn: Second Grade Students

This message is top secret.

The SSDA: Super Secret Detective Agency  

needs your help. We need more word detectives 

to join our team. We think this class has what it 

takes. WARNING: It will require a lot of hard 

work and training.  

Your mission, should you choose to accept it,  

is to do anything and everything it takes to  

solve and check tough words in your books 

and earn your Word Detective badges. 

Your mission for this week is located in this  

envelope.  

Good luck. 

Units of Study in Reading & Teachers’ College Reading and Writing Project - Reading Institute



Mission #1:

Word detectives 

are always 

on the lookout. 

They notice  

when there is a 

problem and 

stop to solve it 

right away.  

Units of Study in Reading & Teachers’ College Reading and Writing Project - Reading Institute



Mission #2:

Word detectives 

look CLOSELY 

to get clues. Word 

detectives make 

sure to look across 

the WHOLE word 

from start to end.   

Units of Study in Reading & Teachers’ College Reading and Writing Project - Reading Institute



 The Beauty of a Read-Aloud during mini-lessons 

 increases vocabulary, improves fluency, strengthens 
comprehension, increases motivation to read 

 develops social imagination, builds community, gives 
students a reason to become better readers 

gives students access to texts that would otherwise 
be too difficult

Who’s Doing the Work? - Burkins & Yaris

It shows students what engagement with a text  
- problem solving and thinking deeply - “looks” like. 

“Read-aloud represents the way a student experiences the 
joy of the dance while simultaneously nurturing the skill 

needed to be able to do it alone.” (Burkins & Yaris)



 How to be a Word Detective 

Units of Study in Reading & Teachers’ College Reading and Writing Project - Reading Institute

Notice a problem, 
stop and solve it. 

 

Look closely  
from start 

to end. 
 



 Independent work time for students

 be clear and explicit about your expectations 

 when students begin to go outside of those 
expectations, ask everyone to return to a whole-
group meeting area 

talk about why the activity was stopped today and 
what they need to do differently tomorrow 

try again the next day (repeat above procedure, 
even if it takes a month)

Growing Independent Learners - Diller

When setting up an independent work time  
for students, such as reading workshop…

To help children become independent, teachers must 
release responsibility to them over time. ~Debbie Diller

Be consistent  
with your  

expectations!



 Building independence in reading

 preview their own texts 

 to wonder and notice 

 choose books for themselves 

 share their books and their thinking with others 

 problem solve for themselves (self-extending 
system)

Who’s Doing the Work? - Burkins & Yaris

Teach students to:

Share your ideas! How could you build 
independence with your students? 
Write it in the ChatBox. 



 Benefits of Reading Conferences

 can see the rich variety of each student - honour & 
value where they are in their reading journey 

 become a researcher - as you learn about each kid 

 have the opportunity to develop strong 
relationships while they get concentrated attention 

 have the opportunity to gather information & 
provide support in a variety of ways: 

• assessment  
• goal-setting 
• coaching 
• research 
• compliment 

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

As a teacher, you:



 During Reading Conferences…

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

students are:

‣self-reflecting

‣asking for support

‣showing what they’ve learned

‣practicing strategies

teachers are:

‣giving feedback

‣supporting strategies still being    
practiced

‣offering new strategies

‣coaching, guiding, complimenting



 Reading Conferences

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

What conferring IS… What conferring is NOT…

✓a conversation with a student a pop quiz

✓a time to offer individualized support

✓a time for students to do the work 

✓a time to guide & coach

✓a time to teach the reader

a time to reteach everyone the 
same lesson

a time for teachers to do all the 
talking 

a time to do extensive modelling

a time to teach the book



 Goal Setting Conference

Guided Inquiry 
Help the child name a goal by asking questions while looking 
at an example of their work

Teach 
Offer the student a strategy to help them begin working on 
their goal

Coach 
Provide feedback as the student practices

Link 
Leave the student with a reminder of the goal and strategy

continued…

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo



 Goal Setting Conference

…continued
Sample Inquiry Questions: 

What do you notice about your work? 
Can you think of ways you might improve it? 
When you look at your work, what do you find you 
struggle with? 
What will make the biggest difference for you as a 
reader? 
What is some new work you are thinking of taking on? 
One thing I notice is… what are your thoughts?  

Share your ideas! Do you have a ‘go to’ 
question? Write it in the ChatBox. 

Adapted from - A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo



 The Importance of Reading Approximations

 every student is ready for something 

 play with text through wondering and noticing 

 become more confident in a safe environment 

 focus on progress, not perfection 

 importance of oral rehearsal

Who’s Doing the Work? - Burkins & Yaris

Beliefs:

“Familiarity breeds comfort, 
enthusiasm, and confidence.”  
~Kathy Collins & Matt Glover



 Using familiar books and unfamiliar books 

 focus on meaning-making strategies  

 oral language development to retrieve words and 
phrases  

 use of picture clues to support comprehension 

 practice how to navigate a book (concepts of print)

I Am Reading - Collins & Glover

Benefits of familiar books:

Benefits of unfamiliar books:

 students can make predictions 

 sense of empowerment as a reader  

 deeper level of attention to illustrations and 
details within and across pages



 Conferencing with Emergent Readers

Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals  - Clay

Concepts of Print (how the student navigates a book) 

Can the student locate:

 the front of the book 
 the title of the book 
 where to begin reading 
 a letter 
 a word
 the first word of a sentence 
 the last word of a sentence 
 the first and last word on a page 
 punctuation marks  
 a capital letter 
 a lowercase letter



 Conferencing with Emergent Readers

Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals  - Clay

Elkonin Boxes (sound boxes)

Can the student isolate sounds in simple words:



 Conferencing with Emergent Readers and Writers

Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals  - Clay

Cut Up Sentences

Can the student put simple sentences back together:

I

cat.

a

have



 Reciprocity of Reading and Writing

 slow analysis of print from left to right 

 letter formations 

 notice the importance of letter sequence 

 hand-eye coordination 

 group letters to get the message down quickly 

 notice the difference between words, letters, 
phrases, and sentences

Literacy Lessons designed for individuals - Clay

Contributions of writing to literacy learning:

To help children notice groups of words create meaning.



 Sources

more info links are available on our website
Info Links

more videos are available on our website
Videos

A Guide to Effective Instruction in Writing - K-3 - Ontario Education

A Tuesday Poem - Messner

LaVonna Roth of Ignite Your Shine

Books

A Teacher’s Guide to Reading Conferences - Serravallo

Teaching for Comprehending and Fluency - Fountas & Pinnell

Growing Independent Learners - Diller

A Guide to Reading Workshop - Calkins

Units of Study in Reading - Calkins & The Reading and Writing Project

Reading with Meaning - Miller

Literacy Lessons Designed for Individuals  - Clay

I Am Reading - Collins & Glover

Ghostbusters Song

https://www.popey.ca//
https://www.popey.ca//
http://www.eworkshop.on.ca/edu/resources/guides/guide_writing_%20k_3.pdf
https://katemessner.com/a-tuesday-poem-revolution-for-the-tested/
https://katemessner.com/a-tuesday-poem-revolution-for-the-tested/
https://www.igniteyourshine.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0ANTPnAB6dQ
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